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Abstract: Nowadays, business enactments almost exclusively focus on human-to-human business1

transactions. However, the ubiquitousness of smart devices enables business enactments among2

autonomously acting machines thereby providing the foundation for the machine-driven Machine-3

to-Everything (M2X) Economy. Human-to-human business is governed by enforceable contracts4

either in the form of oral, or written agreements. Still, a machine-driven ecosystem requires5

a digital equivalent that is accessible to all stakeholders. Additionally, an electronic contract6

platform enables fact-tracking, non-repudiation, auditability and tamper-resistant storage of7

information in a distributed multi-stakeholder setting. A suitable approach for M2X enactments8

are electronic smart contracts that allow to govern business transactions using a computerized9

transaction protocol such as a blockchain. In this position paper, we argue in favor of an open,10

decentralized and distributed smart contract-based M2X Economy that supports the corresponding11

multi-stakeholder ecosystem and facilitates M2X value exchange, collaborations and business12

enactments. Finally, it allows for a distributed e-governance model that fosters open platforms and13

interoperability. Thus, serving as a foundation for the ubiquitous M2X Economy and its ecosystem.14

15

Keywords: Blockchain; Smart Contract; M2X; Smart Autonomous Devices; e-Governance; Lifecy-16

cle Management.17

1. Introduction18

An open Machine-to-Everything (M2X) Economy [1] emerges when humans and19

smart autonomous devices interact, transact and collaborate, e.g., self-driving buses20

and autonomous food delivery in a smart-city context [2,3]. The ubiquitousness of21

smart devices also allows for business transactions without human intervention among22

autonomously acting machines. Besides Machine-to-Machine (M2M) interactions, ma-23

chines interact with humans (Machine-to-Human – M2H), or infrastructure components24

(Machine-to-Infrastructure – M2I) – combined they provide the foundation for the25

machine-driven M2X Economy. While related concepts such as the Internet of Things26

(IoT), Smart Homes as well as Smart Cities [4], and the Industry 4.0 [5] have evolved,27

they do not support an interoperable, integrated, scalable model that facilitates the M2X28

Economy. Likewise, concepts for M2X value transfer, collaborations and distributed29

e-governance are missing to achieve shared objectives. Moreover, integrating humans30

and smart devices into a well-functioning socio-technical system [6] is essential that puts31

the M2X concept in a human-centered context.32

In the M2X Economy, smart sensors may offer collected sensor data such as tem-33

perature, or air contamination to interested buyers that rely on the aforementioned data34
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for their own computations. In the context of autonomous and self-driving vehicles,35

scenarios such as automated tollbooth payments, autonomous battery charging services36

as well as general Transportation-as-a-Service (TaaS) applications are among the most37

discussed use cases [7]. Thus, a socio-technical business model is required that facilitates38

the M2X Economy.39

Various M2X-resembling applications and use cases already exist, e.g., in the con-40

text of IoT. However, complex and impactful applications are still missing that provide41

more than marginal value to society. In addition, an economy emerging from M2X42

enactments among humans, smart devices, software agents and physical systems is43

rarely considered. To provide, or utilize non-trivial services, smart devices may also44

have to collaborate on-demand with other entities to be able to achieve a shared goal, or45

even migrate to different geographical locations based on supply and demand. Accord-46

ingly,“ the interleaved on-demand collaborations, interactions and transactions among47

autonomous, heterogeneous and highly dynamic entities (humans, machines, software48

agents, etc.) lead to a decentralized, distributed and heterogeneous socio-technical49

system consisting of a large number of micro-services of different vendors and solution50

as well as infrastructure providers" [1].51

This trend coincides with the emergence of smart-contract blockchain technology [8]52

that allows for novel peer-to-peer (P2P) electronic governance models. Traditionally,53

human-to-human business enactments are governed by contracts either in the form of54

oral, or written agreement. A machine-driven ecosystem requires a digital equivalent55

that is accessible to all stakeholders, i.e., a smart contract-driven platform that allows for56

fact tracking, non-repudiation, auditability and tamper-resistant storage of information57

in a distributed multi-stakeholder setting. Electronic smart contracts enable and govern58

business transactions using a computerized transaction protocol such as a blockchain.59

Moreover, smart-contract blockchain technology comprises computer programs for the60

consistent execution by a network of mutually distrusting nodes where no arbitration of61

a trusted authority exists.62

A one-stop platform for the provision and enactment of services and goods of a M2X63

ecosystem is desirable instead of a manufacturer-focused platform with deliberately64

forced, or functional lock-ins that lead to the formation of self-contained data and65

service silos such as Tesla, Google, or Amazon. Instead, an interoperabilty layer that66

implements the compatibility of different manufacturer platforms is required to allow67

for the exploitation of economies of scale and increased efficiency. Thus providing68

the foundation for an ecosystem that can be operated as a joint venture of various69

stakeholders and includes built-in e-governance mechanisms, thereby constituting a70

neutral territory for all stakeholders71

In this position paper, we argue in favor of an open, decentralized and distributed72

smart-contract-based M2X Economy that supports the corresponding multi-stakeholder73

ecosystem and facilitates M2X value exchange, collaborations and business enactments.74

Furthermore, the M2X Economy allows for a distributed e-governance model that fosters75

open platforms and interoperabilty. To do so, we draw from a variety of previous work76

and assemble an initial set of essential building blocks for a future M2X Economy and77

its corresponding ecosystem.78

The research methodology of this work follows the usual approach of a position79

paper: First, we stipulate our position by presenting an innovative hypotheses – as80

stated above, we argue in favor of an open, decentralized and distributed smart-contract-81

based M2X Economy. Subsequently, related background information pertaining to the82

position are provided. Second, we provide evidence to support our position. Third,83

follows a discussion of both sides of the matter before concluding the presented position84

statement.85

Our position paper provides three main contributions: First, it is a call for a discus-86

sion of an emerging machine-driven economy and its corresponding ecosystem with87

autonomously acting devices offering and consuming services in a M2X context. Second,88
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it suggests a course of actions for developing the M2X Economy needs to focus on89

specific domains. Third, it outlines enabling concepts of the M2X Economy.90

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the91

M2X Economy in detail, show cases the state of the art and discusses related work.92

Next, Section 3 focuses on mechanisms for M2X stakeholders to interact, transact and93

collaborate by means of a smart-contract-based lifecycle approach and a corresponding94

distributed e-governance infrastructure. Section 4 details the smart token economics.95

Subsequently, Section 5 discusses our position as well as alternative approaches. Finally,96

Section 6 concludes our work.97

2. The M2X Economy98

The evolving M2X applications and the corresponding ecosystem will influence our99

daily lives in many ways. Besides M2M interactions, machines interact with humans100

(M2H), or infrastructure components (M2I). The framework of the M2X Economy repre-101

sents a more general view on use cases that involve autonomous smart devices and also102

encompasses M2M, M2H and M2I scenarios [1].103

In Section 2.1 we first present the running case that is used for illustration purposes104

throughout this work. Afterwards, Section 2.2 introduces related concepts such as105

cybernetics, IoT, cyber-physical systems (CPS) and wireless sensor networks (WSNs)106

as well as related work. Next, is the definition and elements of the M2X Economy in107

Section 2.3.108

2.1. Running Case109

We introduce an example running case of the M2X Economy in order to provide the110

reader with a better understanding as well as the scope of M2X applications. The selected111

running case is illustrated in Figure 1 and belongs to the sub-set of vehicle-focused M2X112

applications, i.e., the vehicle-to-everything (V2X).113

In the future, people might not possess vehicles any more. Instead, vehicles may114

own themselves, or they are owned by the government, or private corporations [1].115

We assume that Alice requests a self-driving car (TaaS) to go from Point A to B and116

several route options exist for this. Figure 1 indicates that the fastest route option is117

expensive but also the most comfortable and equipped with toll gates. Alternatively,118

the less comfortable, cheaper option is via Point C and includes traffic lights and traffic119

congestion. Alice may select her preferred option depending on her price range and on120

the urgency of reaching Point B. Furthermore, we assume that the self-driving cars are121

able to communicate with each other as well as the traffic lights (infrastructure). It is122

also possible to buy a green-light phase for a faster commute to Point B. Finally, Figure123

1 shows an electric charging station near Point B that the self-driving cars may use for124

some amount of fee. In the described running case, assuming that time and money125

are important factors, Alice may select from a range of possible options. On the one126

hand, she may choose the fastest and most expensive route to Point B, or take the less127

comfortable and cheaper option via Point C. Additionally, she can pay an extra fee and128

her car may negotiate for a green light at the traffic signals.129

Our running case – despite it simplicity – already covers a wide variety of M2X130

service enactments, i.e., TaaS, toll gate payments, battery electric vehicle (BEV) charging,131

road space negotiations, smart parking and traffic information provision. Nevertheless,132

they also only constitute a small subset of services within the M2X ecosystem.133

2.2. State of the Art and Related Work134

The idea of the M2X Economy and its ecosystem overlaps with some closely related135

concepts and applications such as cybernetics, WSNs, CPS and IoT [1]. This section136

clarifies the differences and overlaps with those concepts and applications.137

Wiener [9] defines the concept of cybernetics as "the scientific study of control138

and communication in the animal and the machine", while WSNs consist of spatially139
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congestion

Figure 1. Self-driving M2X running case incorporating smart traffic lights and a traffic-congestion
response, adapted from [1].

distributed autonomous sensors to monitor physical, or environmental conditions and140

to cooperatively pass their data through a variety of networks to a main location [10].141

CPS are engineered systems that are built from, and depend upon, the seamless142

integration of computation and physical components. CPS tightly integrate computing143

devices, actuation and control, networking infrastructure, and sensing of the physical144

world [11].145

Gubbi et al. [12] defines IoT as an interconnection of sensing and actuating devices146

providing the ability to share information across platforms through a unified framework,147

developing a common operating picture for enabling innovative applications. This is148

achieved by seamless, large-scale sensing, data analytic and information representation149

using novel ubiquitous sensing and cloud computing".150

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is regarded as one of the most advanced tech-151

nologies in the area of computers science, electronic and communications, mechanical152

engineering and information technology [13]. With software robots autonomously ex-153

ecuting their choreography uninterruptedly, quickly and flawlessly while at the same154

time being easy to implement at relatively low costs compared to traditional process155

automation, RPA may automate processes enabling business transactions in the near156

future [14].157

After clarifying the terms and concepts above, the question remains: Where does158

the M2X Economy fit in? Several publications list and survey CPS and IoT applications,159

e.g., [15–19]), as well as their economic value and impact, e.g., [19–21]. However, the160

emerging economy resulting from M2X enactments among humans, smart devices,161

software agents and physical systems is rarely considered.162

2.3. Elements and Definition of the M2X Economy163

The M2X Economy framework involves autonomous smart devices and further164

encompasses mobile devices, software agents, humans and infrastructure in M2M, M2H165

and M2I scenarios. A main requirement of such an ecosystem is to enable a seamless166

integration of humans and smart devices into a well functioning socio-technical system167

that puts the M2X concept in a human-centered context [1]. When considering collabo-168

rations and interactions between the M2X stakeholders, multilevel and unidirectional169

interrelations can be seen. The interleaved on-demand collaborations, interactions and170

transactions among autonomous, heterogeneous and highly dynamic entities (humans,171

machines, software agents, etc.) lead to decentralized and distributed socio-technical172

systems comprising a large number of micro-services of different vendors and solutions,173

as well as infrastructure providers [1].174

Definition: Thus, the M2X Economy is the result of interactions, transactions, collabo-175

rations and business enactments among humans, autonomous and cooperative smart devices,176

software agents and physical systems. The corresponding ecosystem is formed by automated,177
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globally-available, heterogeneous socio-technical e-governance systems with loosely coupled,178

P2P-resembling network structures and is characterized by its dynamic, continuously changing,179

interoperable, open and distributed nature. Thereby, the M2X Economy employs concepts such180

as cyber-physical systems, the Internet of Things and wireless sensor networks.181

3. Enactment, Collaboration and e-Governance182

Human-to-human business enactments are governed by enforceable contracts either183

in the form of an oral, or written agreement. Contract documents [22] uniquely identify184

the contracting parties, the offered services, or goods, a corresponding compensation, as185

well as further constraints such as delivery dates, quality goals, penalties, and means186

of arbitration [23]. Still, a highly automated and machine-driven ecosystem requires187

a digital equivalent that is accessible to and usable by all stakeholders. Moreover,188

traditional solely human-focused contracts are often under-specified and thus, not189

suitable for M2X enactments [23]. “Most importantly, traditional contracts do not190

provide sufficient details about the actual transaction process, and consequently, frictions191

between the contracting parties are very likely, e.g., one party assumes a specific product192

certificate before delivering a partial compensation, and the other party assumes the193

opposite" [23].194

Electronic smart contracts [24,25] address the listed issues by enabling and govern-195

ing business transactions using a computerized transaction protocol such as a blockchain.196

Blockchain technology [26] ensures a trustworthy, tamper-resistant, P2P transaction197

processing and enables a distributed, often decentralized, transparent way for com-198

munication. More generally, a blockchain is a distributed ledger that enables users to199

send data, process it and verify it without the need for a central entity [26]. In addition,200

smart-contract blockchain technology comprises computer programs for the consistent201

execution by a network of mutually distrusting nodes where no arbitration of a trusted202

authority exists. As a result, allowing for fact tracking, non-repudiation, auditability,203

and tamper-resistant storage of information in a distributed multi-stakeholder setting.204

On the one hand, the running case of Section 2.1 only presents a small fraction of205

potential applications and use cases of the M2X Economy. On the other hand, the running206

case already contains several examples of different M2X interactions, transactions, and207

collaborations, i.e., TaaS, road space negotiations, toll gate payments, BEV charging,208

traffic light information dissemination, and smart parking. The enactments of the listed209

examples follow a similar process structure, thus allowing for an abstraction towards a210

general lifecycle of the M2X Economy. Consequently, we stipulate that all M2X-related211

interactions, transactions, collaborations, and further enactments can be governed and212

represented using a blockchain-based smart contract.213

In the following, Section 3.1 details a conceptual lifecycle for M2X business en-214

actments and collaborations using electronic smart contracts. Afterward, Section 3.2215

outlines corresponding distributed e-governance mechanisms.216

3.1. Digital Contract Lifecycle Management217

Based on [23], Norta presents a conceptual smart contract-based lifecycle as illus-218

trated in Figure 2.219

The lifecycle is divided into seven stages: i.) preparation, ii.) negotiation, iii.)220

governance distribution iv.) preparation of collaboration enactment v.) collaboration221

enactment vi.) rollback, and vii.) termination stage.222

The preparatory stage is initiated by selecting a pre-configured template from223

a distributed service hub. The distributed service hub hosts contract templates that224

match different M2X use-cases and outlines the corresponding contractual process flow.225

Following the running case, a template for TaaS is selected and populated with infor-226

mation about the involved entities, such as identifiers and wallet addresses. Moreover,227

TaaS-specific conditions are defined, e.g., departure location, final destination, the re-228

quired vehicle size, and the departure/arrival time. Subsequently, the TaaS contract229
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Figure 2. Conceptual lifecycle for M2X business enactments – Based on [1,23].

request is negotiated with potential TaaS service providers, i.e., autonomous vehicles.230

The negotiated-contract conditions primarily depend on information such as the travel231

distance and energy consumption of the vehicle as well as the number of transported232

individuals.233

The negotiation stage concludes either with an agreement – resulting in a contract234

signed by both parties to express their approval – or a contract rollback if no agreement235

is reached. In our case, Alice and the vehicle serving the direct route between A and B236

agree upon a set of rights and obligations. Subsequently, a smart contract is established237

and serves as a distributed governance infrastructure (DGI) coordinating agent (also see238

Figure 3). Finally, the e-governance distribution commences, Alice and the vehicle each239

receive local contract copies containing the respective obligations and rights of each party240

resulting from the previous negotiations [23]. The vehicle’s and Alice’s obligations are241

observed by monitors and assigned so-called business-network model agents (BNMA)242

that connect to IoT-sensors such as the vehicle’s GPS-sensor [23].243

The required process endpoints, e.g., for payment processing as Alice pays using the244

cryptocurrency of her choice, are prepared and provided as part of the contract enactment245

preparation. “Once the e-governance infrastructure is set up, technically realizing the246

behavior in the local copies of the contracts requires concrete local electronic services.247

After picking these services, follows the creation of communication endpoints so that248

the services of the partners are able to communicate with each other. The final step of249

the preparation is a liveness check of the channel-connected services" [23].250

Next, the contract execution stage is triggered, and the vehicle picks up Alice at251

location A. The TaaS contract enactment terminates, or expires once Alice arrives at Point252

B. Alternatively, the contract is prematurely terminated, e.g., failing to transport Alice to253

Point B, or violating agreed upon time restrictions, might result in an immediate rollback254

of the TaaS contract, or invokes a mediation process that is supervised by a conflict-255

resolution escrow service that is not depicted in Figure 2. Note that the enactment of the256

TaaS running case subsumes further M2X enactments that occur throughout the TaaS257

service provision, e.g., the vehicle pays a minor fee at the toll gate to use the faster toll258

road. The toll road payment is part of the costs to transport Alice from Point A to B and259

is thus, included in her fare.260

3.2. Distributed e-Governance261

While Figure 2 presents the collaboration among partners from a lifecycle perspec-262

tive, Figure 3 depicts the creation sequence of a DGI from an infrastructure perspective,263

thereby providing the foundation for a distributed, interoperable, dynamic ad-hoc264

enactment among heterogeneous M2X entities.265
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Figure 3. Distributed M2X governance infrastructure – Source: [1] and based on [23,27]

Finally, the M2X collaboration model enables providers to decide if and in which266

way changes to a private and internal process must be projected to a related public267

process view in a way where the process view and the internal process stay consistent268

with each other. Thus, the M2X collaboration model enables service-consumers to269

monitor a public process view to safely follow changes performed to a private and270

internal process.271

This way, it is possible to support the evolution of smart contracts [28] as a signif-272

icant means to achieve flexibility in B2B collaborations. As smart contracts are instru-273

mental to enable decentralized autonomous organizations (DAO) [23] for the formation274

of electronic communities, service-oriented cloud computing (SOCC) [29] supports275

companies in the coordination of information- and business-process flows [30] for the276

choreography and orchestration [31] of heterogeneous legacy-system infrastructures.277

For evolving DAO-collaborations, Figure 4(a) shows a conceptually collaboration278

configuration where the template for an electronic-community formation is given by a279

business-network model (BNM) [32] to specify choreographies relevant for a respective280

business scenario.The BNM defines legally valid [33–35] template contracts as service281

types together with assigned organizational roles. A collaboration hub that houses282

business processes as a service (BPaaS-HUB) [36] in the form of process views [30],283

houses the BNM templates for potential collaborating counterparties to enable a speedy284

matching.285

The external layer of Figure 4(a) depicts service offers to identically match the286

service types defined in the BNM with the respective collaborating partner contractual287

sphere. Furthermore, a collaborating partner is required to comply with a specific288

partner roles assigned to a specific service type. In [30], further details are contained289

about a tree-based process-view matching for creating DAO-configurations. We stress290

that Figure 4(a) uses Petri net [37] notation that can be mapped into a tree-formalization291

as well with less computationally expensive strain.292

Figure 4(b) presents a corresponding mapping and presents the top-level structure293

of a smart contract using the eSourcing Markup Language (eSML) [38]. “The core294

structure of a smart contract we organize according to the interrogatives Who for defining295

the contracting parties together with their resources and data definitions, Where to specify296
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Figure 4. P2P service matching and provision of the M2X ecosystem using the eSourcing frame-
work – Based on [23]

the business and legal context, and What for specifying the exchanged business values.297

For achieving a consensus, we assume the What-interrogative employs matching process298

views that require cross-organizational alignment for monitorability" [23].299

4. Smart Token Economics300

The running case of Section 2.1 shows that the M2X Economy is a complex, dis-301

tributed and socio-technical framework that requires a novel approach for developing302

the monetary economy. We infer that the traditional financial system is not suitable and303

lacks the utility for consideration in the M2X Economy. An important reasons is that an304

integration of the financial legacy technology does not scale and perform for a context305

such as the running case in Figure 1 and additionally, to technically support the incen-306

tives mechanisms between the human user termed Alice and the smart autonomous307

devices being the cars, traffic lights, toll gates and charging stations, we require pro-308

grammable monetary units, which fiat-currencies are not, e.g, as a code extension of309

an ERC20-token smart-contract template1. Consequently, the novel domain of token310

economics [39] emerges to compensate for the deficiencies of the legacy fiat-currency311

system. Informally, a token economy in an M2X Economy that employs smart-contract312

blockchain technology, is characterised by encouraging desirable behavior by the human313

and artificial agents and infrastructure involved by offering rewards and optionally also314

penalties in the form of crypto tokens.315

We stress that established schools of thought of economics do not typically assume316

that a monetary unit is programmable and connected as such to a socio-technical appli-317

cation system context as Section 2.1 describes where the automated complex governance318

of incentives mechanisms is essential for P2P interactions between humans, smart au-319

tonomous devices and infrastructure. On the other hand, a set of standard-token smart320

contracts are available, initially offered by Ethereum, that allow for flexible instantiations321

into diverse token types [40], e.g., tokens for a platform, that play a role of a security,322

or facilitate transactions, enable specific platform-utility use, e-governance tokens for323

complex voting mechanisms, reputation tokens, and so on2.324

1 https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-20
2 https://tinyurl.com/token-types

https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-20
https://tinyurl.com/token-types
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As token economics based on smart-contract blockchain technology is an emerging325

computer-science driven scientific discipline, we infer that the programmable nature326

of crypto tokens requires a novel development methodology that is integrated with327

the M2X system design from the very inception. In earlier research [41], we discover328

that no suitable methodology exists for developing blockchain distributed applications329

(DApps), which is relevant too for an M2X context. Consequently, the distributed330

agent-oriented modeling (DAOM) method [42] fills this gap being the first blockchain-331

DApp development method that also integrates the foundation for the development of a332

DApp-specific token economy being integrated with the system functionalities.333

While due to page limitations, we refer interested readers to several use cases [43,44],334

the DAOM method follows a set of briefly described model-driven design steps. First,335

the functional and quality goals, together with human and artificial software agents are336

organized into a so-called goal model where transparent gray rectangles with token-337

type labels denote smart-contract blockchain application in a DApp. Next, based on338

a set of heuristics, a component-diagram architecture is deduced from the goal model339

where blockchain-involving components are also gray colored corresponding to the340

specific requirements of derivation. The addition in the component-diagram architecture341

is the specification of the information-exchange channels between components, and342

components to human and artificial software agents. Based on this conceptual DApp343

understanding, DAOM next prescribes the specification of so-called on-chain transac-344

tion sets that are a tuple comprising an ID, short description and agents involved per345

respective transaction evaluation. It is important to specify this on-chain transaction set346

given the expenses of transaction validations [45], e.g., per proof-of-work (PoW), proof-347

of-staking (PoS), and so on. Finally, the set of information-exchange protocols between348

components, and components with human and artificial software agents, is expressed349

either in sequence diagrams, or in a graph-based notation such as business process350

model and notation (BPMN) [46] in which the IDs of respective on-chain transactions351

are embedded.352

Note that the DAOM method is inherently technology agnostic and allows sub-353

sequently for deducing a technology stack with a considerable blockchain subset for354

a detailed token-economics establishment to govern the incentive mechanisms and a355

rapid Dapp development. At the same time, extension work is required to develop356

DAOM further for full applicability in an M2X context. More concretely, since smart357

autonomous devices are an essential part of M2X being software agents embedded in358

hardware, further modelling notations must be adopted into the DAOM method for359

designing specifically the behavior of the P2P-communicating smart autonomous de-360

vices and also the smart-contract instantiations that constitute the respective token types361

to govern the incentive mechanisms. A promising option is to consider agent-based362

computational economics [47] in combination with a future extended DAOM method363

for M2X-focused smart-token economics development.364

5. Discussion365

The previous Section 2 introduces the M2X Economy, while Section 3 and Section 4366

focus on essential building blocks of the M2X Economy, i.e., M2X enactments, governance367

and smart-token economics. Subsequent sections discuss the arguments in favor and368

against our smart-contract enabled and blockchain-based M2X proposal as well as369

alternative approaches. Space constraints force us to focus on the most relevant aspects.370

5.1. Digital Smart Contracts371

While human-to-human business enactments are governed by oral, or written372

contracts, they are not applicable to the highly automated, machine-driven and human-373

focused M2X Economy. First, human-centered oral and written contracts are difficult to374

process even for smart machines [1]. Second, traditional contracts [48] are often under-375

specified and do not provide sufficient details about the actual transaction processes376
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as well as about the parties obligations and rights [23,34]. Third, they do not allow for377

extensive automation, scale badly and lack a computerized transaction protocol [49].378

Fourth, efficient and automated means of conflict-resolution are missing [1,23].379

While we propose the utilization of electronic smart contracts to address the is-380

sues above, one may argue that a cloud-based online shop for services of the M2X381

Economy would be sufficient, e.g., Amazon’s web shop proves to scale well and even382

partially automates business enactments. Still, such types of business enactments suffer383

from transparency issues which complicate – or even prevent and sabotage – conflict-384

resolution mechanisms. Especially the unequal power relations between a single entity385

and the service-offering cloud shop prevent fair markets and business enactments.386

In contrast, smart contracts allow for the automated, consistent, transparent and387

auditable enactment of contracts by a network of mutually distrusting nodes where no388

arbitration of a trusted authority is required [24,50,51]. As a result, allowing for fact389

tracking, non-repudiation, auditability, and tamper-resistant storage of information in390

a distributed multi-stakeholder setting. In case of any conflicts, pre-defined rollback391

mechanisms are applied as described in [23].392

Finally, Amazon-resembling service provision promotes lock-in effects, and ob-393

structs much needed interoperability and openness of the M2X ecosystem as discussed394

in the subsequent Section 5.2. Neither traditional contracts, nor a cloud-hosted shop-395

resembling service provisions, allow for dynamic, P2P- (even local) ad-hoc enactments.396

5.2. Openness and Interoperability397

A one-stop platform for the provision and enactment of services and goods of a398

M2X ecosystem is desirable instead of a manufacturer-focused platform with deliberately399

forced, or functional lock-ins that lead to the formation of self-contained data and service400

silos such as Tesla, Google, or Amazon. As suggested in [1], interoperability allows401

for the exploitation of economies of scale and increased efficiency. At the same time,402

an interoperable blockchain ecosystem can be operated as a joint venture of various403

stakeholders and include built-in e-governance mechanisms, thereby constituting a404

neutral territory for all stakeholders [1,52]. A smart-contract driven M2X platform and405

its corresponding ecosystem not only enable an interoperable platform for M2X entities,406

but also further reduces dependency on intermediaries [53].407

The technical implementation is realized by so-called relay chains as introduced408

by Polkadot [52] that provide communication interfaces for different heterogeneous409

blockchain platforms to interact with each other and subsequently, allow for a blockchain-410

agnostic, highly-automated, globally-available orchestration and choreography of het-411

erogeneous socio-technical systems. Thus, specific manufacturers, or service-provider412

specific functionalities may also be accessible outside their own platform.413

5.3. Identity414

In order for hardware devices, humans and software agents to conduct digital415

business transactions, or enact digital collaborations as described in Section 2.1, all416

these entities require a digital representation of their "real-world" identity. To enable417

secure business collaborations and transaction within the M2X Economy, this digital418

representation is required to establish and enable trust, reputation mechanisms, perform419

verifiable and accountable transactions and establish reliable as well as auditable data420

provenance [1]. As M2X is a multi-stakeholder ecosystem, the identity management421

issue applies not only for its users, but also infrastructure providers, OEMs, regulators422

and service providers. A single central authority for identity management of all these423

different stakeholders poses the risk of single point of failure. Furthermore, identity silos424

create privacy concerns and are not interoperable [54].425

As earlier argued in this section, centralized infrastructures are not suitable for426

facilitating the full potential of the M2X ecosystem. Hence, a centralized identity solution427

is not an option and a decentralized interoperable identity solution is required. In428
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order to prevent the aforementioned flaws and enable an open interoperable ecosystem,429

the identity-management solution needs to be self-sovereign and user-centric. Self-430

sovereign identity puts end-users in charge of decisions about their own privacy and431

disclosure of their personal information and credentials [54] and not the organizations432

that traditionally centralize identity. Self-sovereign identity systems that are based433

on decentralized identifiers (DIDs) [55], utilize distributed ledgers, or blockchains as434

distributed storage system that replace centralized and incompatible data silos with a435

cooperative shared storage resource. The result is a user-controlled identity provision436

model where users control access and sharing of their data based on a need-to-know-437

basis using the concepts of DIDs, DID documents and verifiable claims [1].438

5.4. Trust439

Blockchains are trust engines in an inherently trustless M2X Economy collaboration440

context. Blockchain technology promises to secure the M2X ecosystem where the man-441

agement of large and distributed datasets in a secure way is essential. Still, the expected442

performance and scalability of existing blockchains is currently not compatible for a443

M2X context [56]. Consequently, new types of blockchains with novel consensus and444

validation algorithms are required for the large number of securely connected smart445

autonomous devices that interact with other machines, humans and infrastructure.446

Since M2X ecosystems are a source of large, unstructured data sets that must be447

combined and understood to extract intelligence with advanced analytic for actionable448

decision-making, it is our contention that trust management is only possible with novel449

blockchain technology of high scalability and performance. For example, the use of450

blockchains in a M2X ecosystem involves many devices that have low storage capacity451

and computing power. Since these devices cannot maintain a blockchain of many452

gigabytes, novel sharding management for blockchain parts to and from devices is453

required to overcome storage and computing-power limitations [1,57].454

5.5. Tokenized Value Exchange455

A blockchain-based solution enables the decentralized settlement of value added456

in the form of crypto tokens [26,58]. The latter may be created entirely without trusted457

third parties, or intermediaries and exchanged directly P2P [53] while at the same458

time increasing transaction speed. Since Section 4 stipulates that the legacy financial459

technologies with a focus on fiat currencies is not suitable and lacks the required utility460

for the M2X Economy, we put forward further arguments that justify the need for a461

smart-contract blockchain based token economy. Given the legal and socio-technical462

complexity of a M2X Economy, it is essential to have a flexible monetary instrument463

that allows for flexibility with respect to defining for a token the application goals,464

the properties, the business and incentivizing governance models. Important for the465

development of a token model with a specific degree of M2X required complexity is to466

also target in that process the desired legal-compliance adjustment. Certainly for tokens467

with a high degree of contextual application complexity, e.g., to tackle governance issues468

in a M2X Economy, the business-model engineering gains in dominance additionally to469

legal-compliance assurance.470

To expand on the topic of e-governance by tokens, essential for this is the provision471

of a rich and real-time availability of large data sets stemming from the entities that472

comprise a M2X Economy. Smart-contract blockchain tokens pose via their incentivized473

transaction involvement they facilitate the generation of such data about all economic474

action involved. With all that, the scope emerges for establishing a novel scientific475

discipline that may be termed economic systems engineering. Thus, diverse economics476

and engineering disciplines need to be combined in this novel scientific discipline for477

M2X Economics in which blockchain-specific consensus mechanisms such as PoW allow478

for a real-time steering of complex governance scenarios in a trustless collaboration479
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context of complex and adaptive M2X Economies where all services are tokenized480

themselves.481

6. Conclusion and Future Work482

This position paper argues for a novel business model for the emerging M2X483

Economy of multi-stakeholders that is open, decentralized and distributed. As such, the484

M2X Economy encompasses the interactions between smart autonomous devices with485

other machines, humans and infrastructure in a cybernetic context. As an example, we486

correspondingly present a running case from the domain of self-driving autonomous487

smart vehicles to be rented by humans for transportation on roads with smart toll gates,488

smart traffic lights in interaction with other smart vehicles.489

Important supporting concepts for the M2X Economy are lifecycle management490

for the setup, establishment, rollout, rollback and orderly termination of business col-491

laborations. This lifecycle manages cross-organizational process-aware collaboration492

establishment that is expressed in machine-readable smart contracts.493

The suggested course of actions for developing the M2X Economy needs to focus494

on specific domains. First, since smart contracts are a promising means for managing495

ad-hoc P2P contractual collaboration establishment, it is important to develop smart-496

contract languages that have legal relevance with their representation in a machine-497

readable format. Important is in this context that openness and interoperability must be498

assured to avoid self-contained data silos and instead enable collaboration transparency499

for effortless conflict-resolution e-governance mechanisms. Next, an M2X Economy500

requires the adoption of novel identity authentication for the participating entities and501

humans that are flexible in the adoption of application-context adjusted challenge sets.502

Thereby considering scalable and highly performing blockchain technology, a trusted503

entry into and exit from an M2X ecosystem can be assured for smart autonomous504

devices, machines, infrastructure and humans. Finally, an M2X Economy should have its505

incentive mechanisms governed by programmable, smart token sets that are developed506

with means of smart-contract blockchain technologies.507

Exploring the solution options, we observe that smart contracts still lack legal rele-508

vance due to missing language contracts. For example, traditional contracts are based509

on the formulation of obligations and rights that should be part of smart contracts in a510

machine-readable form. To achieve openness and interoperability for an M2X Economy,511

the lack of standards should be addressed that technology providers adhere to. For512

addressing the topic of suitable identity-authentication mechanisms, we claim that the513

investigation of application-context dependent multi-factor challenge sets are a promis-514

ing means for trusted entries and exits of humans and non-human actors into a M2X515

ecosystem. A novel generation of blockchains with scaling and performing consensus al-516

gorithms is essential to assure effective trust assurance by investigating novel distributed517

blockchain-sharding management. Finally, the need arises for establishing economic518

systems engineering as a scientific discipline for investigating the important domain of519

tokenized M2X value exchanges.520
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